
Deonvolution methods for LINC/NIRVANA data redutionAnonelli B.a, Bertero M.a, Boai P.a, Carbillet M.b, Lanteri H. and Correia S.daINFM and DISI, Universit�a di Genova, Via Dodeaneso 35, 16146 Genova, Italy;bINAF-Osservatorio Astro�sio di Aretri, Largo E. Fermi 5, 50125 Firenze, Italy;UMR 6525 Astrophysique, Universit�e de Nie - Sophia Antipolis, Fault�e des Sienes - ParValrose, 06108 Nie Cedex 02, Frane;dAstrophysikalishes Institut Potsdam, An der Sternwarte 16, 14482 Potsdam, GermanyABSTRACTLINC/NIRVANA (LN) is the German-Italian beam ombiner for the Large Binoular Telesope (LBT). It is aFizeau interferometer and it will provide multiple images of the same target orresponding to di�erent orientationsof the baseline. For eah one of these images the resolution is not uniform over the �eld sine it is the resolutionof a 22:8m mirror in the diretion of the baseline and that of a 8:4m mirror in the orthogonal one. Thereforea unique high-resolution image an only be obtained by means of deonvolution methods. Four-years ongoingwork of our group on this problem has already lari�ed the e�ets of partial adaptive optis orretions andpartial overage of the u; v plane and has produed the Software Pakage AIRY, a set of modules IDL-basedand CAOS-ompatible, whih an be used for simulation and/or deonvolution of multiple images from the LBTinstrument LN. In this paper we present a general approah to the design of methods for the simultaneousdeonvolution of multiple images of the same objet. These an inlude both quik-look methods, to be usedfor routinely proess LN images, and ad-ho methods for spei� lasses of astronomial objets. We desribeseveral examples of these methods whose implementation and validation is in progress. Finally we present thelast version of the Software Pakage AIRY.Keywords: Interferometri imaging - Data redution - Large Binoular Telesope - LINC/NIRVANA1. INTRODUCTIONIn previous papers (Correia et al.,11 Carbillet et al.,8 Carbillet et al.,9 Anonelli et al.1) we developed methodsand software for the appliation of image deonvolution to Fizeau interferometers. An example will be providedby LINC/NIRVANA (LN), the German-Italian beam ombiner for the Large Binoular Telesope (LBT). LBTwill onsist of two 8:4m mirrors on a ommon mount, with a spaing of 14:4m between the enters of the twomirrors, so that a maximum baseline of 22:8m will be available. First light of LBT is sheduled for September2004, seond light for November 2005, and the �rst LN light is foreseen for July 2006.The interferometri tehnique used in LN will provide diret imaging with the resolution of a 22:8m telesopein the diretion of the baseline and of a 8:4m telesope in the orthogonal diretion. Sine resolution is notuniform over the �eld, several images of the same sienti� objet must be aquired with di�erent orientations ofthe baseline and they must be suitably proessed in order to get a unique image with a uniform resolution overthe �eld. Therefore imaging by LN will require routinely the use of multiple-images deonvolution methods if thegoal is a unique image with the resolution of a 22:8m telesope. Our group has already produed the SoftwarePakage AIRY (Astronomial Image Restoration in interferometrY) whih is now available in the version 2.1 (seehttp://dira.disi.unige.it and http://www.aretri.astro.it/aos). AIRY is a set of modules for thesimulation and/or analysis of a set of interferometri images, inluding a deonvolution module implementingthe OSEM (Ordered Subset Expetation Maximization) method, whih is an aelerated version of the extensionof the RL (Rihardson-Luy) method to multiple-images deonvolution.5 In this paper we present a generalapproah whih an be used for designing a wide lass of deonvolution methods inluding not only OSEM andaelerated versions of OSEM but also methods for Bayesian approahes to the restoration of spei� lasses ofobjets.Send orrespondene to Bertero M. E-mail: bertero�disi.unige.it



In the following we use bold letters for N �N arrays. Therefore we denote by g1;g2; ::::;gp the p LN imagesof a given astronomial objet, orresponding to p di�erent orientations of the LBT baseline; moreover we oftenuse the more ompat notation g for indiating the set of the p images. Eah one of these images, aquired witha CCD amera, an be desribed by the following model (Snyder et al.20):gj(m;n) = gobj;j(m;n) + gbak;j(m;n) + rj(m;n) ; j = 1; 2; :::; p ; (1)where gj(m;n) denotes the value of the deteted j-th image at pixel m;n; it is given by the number of photoele-trons due to objet radiation, gobj;j(m;n), and to bakground radiation, gbak;j(m;n), as well as by the read-outnoise due to the ampli�er, rj(m;n). The �rst two terms are realizations of independent Poisson proesses, sothat their sum is also a Poisson proess while the third term is the realization of a Gaussian proess (whitenoise). The expeted value of the j-th image is given by:Efgjg = Aj f + bj ; (2)where: f is the unknown objet, an array formed by the average numbers of photons emitted at the pixels ofthe objet domain and olleted by the telesope; Aj is the matrix desribing the imaging proess (optis plusatmosphere); bj is a bakground term, whih an inlude a non-zero expeted value of the read-out noise and,in general, an be assumed to be onstant over the image domain. If we assume, for simpliity, spae invariane,the matrix Aj an be given in terms of a point spread funtion (PSF) Kj :Ajf = Kj � f ; (3)moreover we suppose, as usual, that the PSFs are normalized in suh a way that the sum of all their pixel valuesis one: N�1Xm;n=0 Kj(m;n) = 1 ; j = 1; 2; :::; p : (4)The problem of image restoration is the problem of estimating the unknown array f , being given the detetedimages gj , the bakgrounds bj and the PSFs Kj . It is well known that it an be redued to the minimization ofa suitable ost funtional in the framework of approahes suh as regularization theory, maximum likelihood orBayesian estimation (see, for instane Bertero & Boai4, 6). In the literature there exists a great variety of ostfuntionals and of iterative algorithms for their minimization, with the possible addition of suitable onstraints(for instane, non-negativity of the solution). All these methods have been designed for the deonvolution of asingle image and in some ases their extension to the multiple-images ase is not trivial. Certainly the softwaredeveloped for these methods annot be diretly applied to multiple images.One approah ould be to onsider some suitable fusion of the multiple images in a single one (see, for instanea reent paper of Vio et al.21), so that one an just apply all methods and software developed for the singleimage ase. These methods, however, an modify some important features of the deteted images, suh as non-negativity, or inrease the noise in domains of the u; v plane where information is oming from only one image(this is the result, for instane, of a simple addition of all the images). Therefore in this paper we investigatethe extension to the multiple-images ase of a general approah whih has been reently proposed by Lanteriet al..16{18 This approah allows the design of iterative algorithms whih implement in a quite natural andeasy way the onstraint of non-negativity; they inlude, as partiular examples, the well-known RL method andthe Iterative Spae Reonstrution Algorithm (ISRA). Moreover, as we will show in this paper, in the ase ofmultiple images they have a struture whih quite naturally suggests iterative algorithms where one performs ayle over the images so that eah iteration has the omputational ost of a single image approah. This remarkprovides algorithms with a feature similar to that of the OSEM method.In Setion 2 we outline the general approah investigated in this paper; in Setion 3 we disuss its struture inthe multiple-images ase and we propose the yli algorithms. In Setion 4 we provide the information requiredfor applying the general algorithm to the minimization of spei� ost funtionals and �nally in Setion 5 wepresent the new version of the Software Pakage AIRY. Future developments are disussed in Setion 6.



2. THE GENERAL APPROACHIn a series of reent papers Lanteri et al.16{18 proposed a general approah to the design of iterative methods forthe minimization of funtionals of the following type:J�(f ;g) = J0(f ;g) + � JR(f) (5)with the additional onstraints: f(m;n) � 0 ; N�1Xm;n=0 f(m;n) =  : (6)In these equations J0(f ;g) is the funtional measuring the disrepany between the omputed images assoiatedto f and the deteted images g and JR(f) is a regularization funtional while � is the regularization parameter.As onerns the onstraints, the �rst one is obvious while the seond one is a onstraint on the total ux of theobjet.The basi idea in the approah of Lanteri et al. relies on the following deomposition of the gradient of thefuntional J�(f): �rJ�(f ;g) = U�(f ;g) � V�(f ;g) ; (7)where U�(f ;g) and V�(f ;g) are positive arrays depending on f . Obviously suh a deomposition always existsand is not unique. The appliability of the method requires expliit expressions for the dependene of thesearrays on f . Then the general struture of the iterative algorithm, as desribed in Lanteri et al.,16 is as follows:� hoose an initial f (0), satisfying the onstraints of Eq. 6 (in general, a uniform image);� given f (k) ompute:~f (k+1) = f (k) + �(k)f (k) U�(f (k);g)�V�(f (k);g)V�(f (k);g) ; ~(k+1) = N�1Xm;n=0 ~f (k+1)(m;n) ; (8)� set: f (k+1) = ~(k+1)~f (k+1) : (9)In Eq. 8 produts and quotients of arrays are de�ned as pixel-by-pixel produts and quotients; �(k) is the step inthe desent diretion. It an be omputed in order to assure both non-negativity of eah iterate and onvergeneof the iterations. Approximate evaluation of �(k), as that given by Armijo rule, usually provides exellent results.However the algorithm takes a very simple form if we take a unit step (i. e. �(k) = 1); indeed, in suh a ase weobtain:� given f (k) ompute: ~f (k+1) = f (k)U�(f (k);g)V�(f (k);g) ; ~(k+1) = N�1Xm;n=0 ~f (k+1)(m;n) ; (10)� set: f (k+1) = ~(k+1)~f (k+1) : (11)The onvergene of this algorithm is not guaranteed in general, even if it an be proved in some partiular ases;nevertheless it has been veri�ed experimentally in all the appliations we have onsidered. The most interestingfeature of the algorithm is that non-negativity of the iterates is automatially satis�ed, as one an easily verify.



In the ase of this simpli�ed algorithm the dependene on the regularization parameter an be made expliitby introduing deompositions of the gradients of the funtionals J0(f ;g) and JR(f) similar to that of Eq. 7:�rJ0(f ;g) = U0(f ;g) � V0(f ;g) ; (12)�rJR(f) = UR(f) � VR(f) ; (13)then it turns out that the algorithm has the following struture:� given f (k) ompute:~f (k+1) = f (k)U0(f (k);g) + �UR(f (k))V0(f (k);g) + �VR(f (k)) ; ~(k+1) = N�1Xm;n=0 ~f (k+1)(m;n) ; (14)� set: f (k+1) = ~(k+1)~f (k+1) : (15)whih shows the very simple dependene of the algorithm on the regularization parameter �.3. APPLICATION TO THE CASE OF MULTIPLE IMAGESIn the ase of multiple images the funtional J0(f ;g), whih measures the mis�t between the set of the detetedimages g and the set of the omputed images assoiated to f , is, in general, the sum of the funtionals orre-sponding to the di�erent images. In a statistial approah this property follows from the statistial independeneof the di�erent images. Therefore we have:J0(f ;g) = pXj=1 J0;j(f ;gj) : (16)The orresponding deompositions for the funtions U0(f ;g) and V0(f ;g) are the following:�rJ0(f) = pXj=1 U0;j(f ;gj) � pXj=1V0;j(f ;gj) ; (17)if we insert these expression in Eq. 14 and if we remark that the gradient of the regularization term does notdepend on j, so that it an be written as the sum of p idential ontributions, we �nd that the omplete algorithmtakes the following form:� given f (k) ompute:~f (k+1) = f (k)Ppj=1 nU0;j(f (k);gj) + �pUR(f (k))oPpj=1 nV0;j(f (k);gj) + �pVR(f (k))o ; ~(k+1) = N�1Xm;n=0 ~f (k+1)(m;n) ; (18)� set: f (k+1) = ~(k+1) ~f (k+1) : (19)Eq. 18 shows the dependene on both the regularization parameter and the deteted images.The interesting feature of this algorithm is that the numerator and the denominator in Eq. 18 are given by asum of terms whih are just those appearing in the orresponding algorithm for single-image deonvolution. Thisstruture suggests a yli-iterative algorithm whih is analogous to the OSEM algorithm proposed by Hudson& Larkin15 in the ase of tomography:



U0;j(f;gj) V0;j(f;gj)Poisson ATj gjAj f+bj 1Gauss ATj gj ATj Ajf + bjTable 1. Expression of the funtions U0;j(f (k);gj) and V0;j(f (k); gj) for the two statistis onsidered in the text. Wedenote as 1 the array whose entries are all equal to 1.� given f (k), set j = (k + 1) mod p and ompute:~f (k+1) = f (k) U0;j(f (k);gj) + �pUR(f (k))V0;j(f (k);gj) + �pVR(f (k)) ; ~(k+1) = N�1Xm;n=0 ~f (k+1)(m;n) ; (20)� set: f (k+1) = ~(k+1) ~f (k+1) : (21)It is obvious that the omputational ost of one iteration is just that of one iteration of the same algorithm inthe ase of a single image. Therefore, if the number of iterations of the algorithms of Eq. 18 and Eq. 20 isapproximately the same (a property whih has been veri�ed experimentally in several ases), it follows that thealgorithm of Eq. 20 provides a omputational gain by a fator whih is approximately p.4. EXAMPLESIn this Setion we give the tools required for the appliation of the general approah to spei� examples. Inpartiular we onsider two kinds of noise statistis, leading to di�erent mis�t funtionals:� Poisson Statistis (photon ounting) - In this ase the funtionals J0;j(f ;gj) are given by:J0;j(f ;gj) = N�1Xm;n=0�gj(m;n) ln gj(m;n)(Ajf)(m;n) + bj + [(Aj f)(m;n) + bj � gj(m;n)℄� ; (22)� Gauss statistis (white noise) - In this ase the funtionals J0;j(f ;gj) are given by:J0;j(f ;gj) = N�1Xm;n=0 j(Ajf)(m;n) + bj � gj(m;n)j2 : (23)In Table 1 we give the expressions of the arrays U0;j(f (k);gj) and V0;j(f (k);gj) for the two ases. In derivingthese formulas we used the normalization of the PSF, as given in Eq. 4, whih implies that ATj 1 = 1 andATj bj = bj .If we insert these expressions into Eq. 18 with � = 0 we obtain respetively the multi-image extensions ofthe RL and ISRA algorithms as proposed in Bertero & Boai.5, 6 Moreover, by inserting the expressions forthe Poisson ase into Eq. 20 we re-obtain the OSEM method proposed in Bertero & Boai,5 that we reallnow, for ompleteness:



� given f (k), set j = (k + 1) mod p and ompute:~f (k+1) = f (k)ATj gjAjf (k) + bj ; ~(k+1) = N�1Xm;n=0 ~f (k+1)(m;n) ; (24)� set: f (k+1) = ~(k+1) ~f (k+1) : (25)On the other hand by inserting in the same equation the expressions of the U;V-arrays for the Gauss ase weobtain a new aelerated version of the ISRA algorithm, whih an be alled OS-ISRA and takes the followingform:� given f (k), set j = (k + 1) mod p and ompute:~f (k+1) = f (k) ATj gjATj Aj f + bj ; ~(k+1) = N�1Xm;n=0 ~f (k+1)(m;n) ; (26)� set: f (k+1) = ~(k+1) ~f (k+1) : (27)All these algorithms take into aount bakground addition and ux normalization. As onerns this last point,the onstant  an be seleted in the following way. In the ase of zero bakground, as shown in Bertero &Boai,5 the total ux of eah iterate of the multi-image RL algorithm oinides with the arithmeti meanof the total uxes of the images gj . As a onsequene of the introdution of the bakground terms, the iteratesof the orresponding RL-algorithm and of its aelerated version OSEM, both given in Bertero & Boai,6do not have this property. Therefore, it is onvenient to onstrain the solution to satisfy this property, whihimplies that the onstant  is the arithmeti mean of the total uxes of the images gj , after subtration of thebakground terms:  = 1p N�1Xj=1 N�1Xm;n=0 fgj(m;n)� bjg : (28)Let us emphasize the fat that the most interesting feature of the approah proposed in this paper is thatone an easily insert regularization terms, obtaining new iterative algorithms whih an be easily implemented.We mention, among others, Tikhonov regularization and Maximum Entropy both for Gauss and Poisson noise(with the addition of bakground terms, non-negativity and ux onstraint). In Table 2 we give the expressionsof the arrays UR(f) and VR(f) for the following regularization funtionals.� Tikhonov JR(f) = 12 N�1Xm;n=0 jf(m;n) � f (R)(m;n)j2 ; (29)where f (R)(m;n) denotes a referene objet (in general, a onstant array; very often, zero);� Smoothing JR(f) = 12 N�1Xm;n=0 jf(m;n) � (Df)(m;n)j2 ; (30)where D is a matrix with non-negative entries; suh a form applies, for instane, to regularization in termsof disrete Laplaian, whih an just be written in the form � = 4(I �D) (I being the identity matrix);



JR(f) UR(f) VR(f)T ikhonov f (R) fSmoothing (D +DT )f (I +DTD)fEntropy �ln( 1 f) 1� ln( 1 f (R))
Table 2. Expressions of the funtions UR(f) and VR(f) in the ase of Tikhonov, Smoothing and Entropy regularization.In the ase of Entropy the log of an array is de�ned pixel by pixel; moreover the ux normalization is taken into aount, being the ux onstant de�ned in Eq. 28.� Entropy JR(f) = N�1Xm;n=0 f(m;n) ln f(m;n)f (R)(m;n) ; (31)where, again, f (R)(m;n) denotes a referene objet.If we ombine the arrays of Table 1 and Table 2 we obtain several iterative algorithms for di�erent types ofregularization both in the Poisson and in the Gauss ase. As an example we give the regularization of the RLalgorithm with the Tikhonov funtional, assuming f (R) = 0; the resulting algorithm is a slightly modi�ed versionof OSEM:� given f (k), set j = (k + 1) mod p and ompute:~f (k+1) = f (k)1+ �p f (k)ATj gjAjf (k) + bj ; ~(k+1) = N�1Xm;n=0 ~f (k+1)(m;n) ; (32)� set: f (k+1) = ~(k+1) ~f (k+1) : (33)In a similar way we obtain the Tikhonov regularization of OS-ISRA:� given f (k), set j = (k + 1) mod p and ompute:~f (k+1) = f (k) ATj gjATj Ajf (k) + bj + �p f (k) ; ~(k+1) = N�1Xm;n=0 ~f (k+1)(m;n) ; (34)� set: f (k+1) = ~(k+1) ~f (k+1) : (35)



Module PurposeData simulation modulesOBJ - OBJet definition -to de�ne the objet harateristisCNV - objet-PSF CoNVolution -to perform onvolutionADN - ADd Noise to image -to add bakground, read-out and Poisson noiseData proessing modulesPRE - PRE-proessing -to perform image pre-proessingDEC - DEConvolution proess -to perform deonvolution (OS-EM method)Data analysis modulesANB - ANalysis of Binary -to analyse reonstruted images of binary objetsFSM - Find Star Module -to detet stars in the reonstruted imagesOther modules and utilitiesRFT - Read FiTs file format -to read FITS imagesWFT - Write FiTs file format -to write FITS imagesRSC - Restore im.Strut.Cubes -to restore image struture ubes (XDR or FITS format)SIM - Save IMage strut. -to save image struture ubes (XDR or FITS format)DSP - data DiSPlay -to display imagesTable 3. Desriptive list of the modules of the Software Pakage AIRY (as in version 2.1).5. THE SOFTWARE PACKAGE AIRYAs outlined in the previous Setions, the general approah presented in this paper ontains, as a partiularase, the OSEM method we have proposed and validated for the deonvolution of LBT images. This method isimplemented in the Software Pakage AIRY,11, 12 designed and developed for simulating optial and near-infraredinterferometri observations and/or performing subsequent image restoration/deonvolution. It was oneivedfor appliation to LBT, but an also be used for future interferometers of the same lass.AIRY an be used together with the CAOS (Code for Adaptive Optis Systems) Appliation Builder,13, 14whih provides a graphial programming environment where elementary building bloks (modules) an be as-sembled together to reate a simulation program (projet). A user an build a projet by putting together theneeded modules and speifying the data ow between eah blok. When the simulation has been de�ned theIDL ode whih implements the program is automatially generated.AIRY, like CAOS, is written in IDL and onsists of a set of spei� modules, eah representing a partiulartask. Those implemented in the present version are desribed in Table 3. Like in CAOS a user an build a projetby linking the modules together and setting their parameters through their own graphial user interfaes (GUIs);moreover she/he an easily add new modules for her/his partiular needs. In the present version of AIRY onlytwo types of input/output are de�ned: the \objet" type and the \image" type, but almost all modules haveinputs and outputs of the type \image". Moreover any module an have a number of inputs/outputs varyingbetween zero and two and the output of eah module an be linked to the ompatible input of another one.As onerns deonvolution, AIRY inludes both an implementation of the extension of the RL-method tomultiple images and its aelerated version known as the OSEM method.Figure 1 shows a typial simulation projet in terms of the modules of the Software Pakage AIRY. Theastrophysial objet is de�ned in great detail within the module OBJ, while the simulated PSFs are read fromthe disk within the module RFT; onvolution is then performed by the module CNV. Next the module ADNadds the bakground to the images oming from CNV and orrupts the results with di�erent kinds of noise; thedata are preproessed (sky-bakground estimation, et.) within the module PRE, and �nally the deonvolutionis performed by the module DEC. The quantities of interest (original objet, PSF, reonstruted image) aredisplayed at eah iteration of the deonvolution method by means of the module DSP.The Software Pakage AIRY is available upon request and subsription to the dediated mailing-list byvisiting the web site http://www.dira.disi.unige.it. The CAOS Appliation Builder graphial environmentis diretly downloadable from the dediated web site http://www.aretri.astro.it/aos.



Figure 1. Example of a simulation projet designed by using the modules of the Software Pakage AIRY, version 2.1,within the CAOS Appliation Builder programming environment, version 4.1.5.1. Current StatusVersion 2.0 of the Software Pakage AIRY has been distributed among the ommunity of the registered usersin Deember 2003. With respet to the previously distributed Version (1.0), the main strutural di�ereneonerns the ompatibility with reent versions of the CAOS Appliation Builder (from 4.0 on), whih allow tohave di�erent Software Pakages working together, and a number of new features whih make easier the buildingof a simulation projet.Version 2.0 ontains the same number of modules as Version 1.0, but several modi�ations and upgradeshave been introdued, mainly in the modules DEC, OBJ and PRE. In partiular, the module PRE ontainsnow a new kind of estimation of the sky bakground, whih is provided by the user and hene is not dependenton a partiular algorithm; moreover we added the possibility of subtrating or not subtrating the bakgroundfrom the images, for di�erent purposes of pre-proessing studies. We have also introdued some importantmodi�ations in the module DEC: 1 - the standard RL method for multiple-images deonvolution, so that theuser an hoose between this method and its aelerated version OSEM; 2 - an algorithm for super-resolvingompat objets suh as a binary system with an angular separation smaller than the angular resolution of thetelesope.We have now ompleted Version 2.1 where the most important modi�ations onern the module ADN. Withthis module it is now possible to onsider also the dark-urrent noise, and to have ontrol on the seeds for the



generation of all types of noise (photon noise, read-out noise, and dark-urrent noise). Moreover in the moduleDEC we have introdued an additional aeleration of OSEM (whih will be disussed in a forthoming paper)2whih allows for a redution by a fator �2 in omputational time.The utility and the potentiality of the Software Pakage AIRY have been widely demonstrated by a numberof sienti� studies whose main results are realled in the next sub-setion.5.2. AppliationsWe have used our tool for the study of some interesting features and limitations of the imaging by a Fizeau inter-ferometer suh as LBT. In partiular we have investigated the e�et of angular overage and angular smearing,whih depend on the delination of the observed objet, and the e�et of partial adaptive optis (AO) orretion,asuming two di�erent shemes (lassial AO and multionjugate AO).8 Moreover we have tested the performaneof OSEM for the super-resolution of binary systems as well as the performane of some new methods of imagedeonvolution.1All our studies were performed by simulating high-resolution interferometri observations of an astronomialobjet and by omparing the sienti� parameters of the restored objet with those of the original one. Inpartiular the study was performed on di�erent types of objets, from binary stars to di�use objets, inludinga ombined one with a very high dynami range.The limitation in angular overage is orrelated with the problem of angular smearing due to the time-averaging of the interferometri images. It was investigated for relevant ases depending on the delination ofthe observed objet. Results are enouraging even in the ase of inomplete overage, and the angular overageand smearing seem, at the light of the simulations performed, not to a�et signi�antly the large struture ofa di�use objet nor the retrieval of the parameters of a lose binary star, but only the onvergene rate of theiterative method.8, 9Partial AO-orretion an result in a wide range of image quality, but an also reate signi�ant di�ereneswithin a same �eld-of-view, espeially between a suitable referene star to be used for post-observation multipledeonvolution and the observed objet. We investigated both the e�et of the spae-variane of the AO-orretedPSF,8 and that of the global quality of the AO orretion.9 It turns out that uniformity over the �eld is amain issue for this observational tehnique, even at the ost of a lower average Strehl ratio. Suh a ondition,whih may be satis�ed by a multionjugate AO system like LN, is also required by the model of image formationassumed in the deonvolution method and implies that the PSF obtained from a referene star provides a goodapproximation of the PSF whih must be used in the proess of image restoration.The method for super-resolving ompat objets1 is based on a simple modi�ation of the RL or OSEMmethod and in general onsists of 3 steps: the �rst one requires a large number of RL/OSEM iterations, whihare used to estimate the domain of the unresolved objet; the seond one is a RL/OSEM-restoration inizializedwith the mask of the domain, as estimated in step 1. These two steps provide a orret estimate of the positionsof the two stars while their magnitudes an be obtained in a possible 3rd step by solving a simple least-squaresproblem. The �rst two steps are inluded in our module DEC. In the seond step it is possible to hoose, withinthe DEC interfae, the image and the mask used to initialized the method. The mask is an image with values 0or 1, and three types of mask are onsidered: the 1st one is based on a perentage of the image maximum, the2nd one is a irular mask, and the 3rd one is a user-de�ned mask.Figure 2 shows a typial set of PSFs routinely used in our simulation studies, and orresponding to the three(relative) parallati angles of 0; 60 and 120 deg (orresponding respetively to the three suessive olumns ofthe �gure). The e�et of partial AO-orretion is shown in the �rst row: di�erent Strehl ratios are obtainedfor the three parallati angles, due to the simple fat that they are obtained at three di�erent moments of anobserving night, and hene with three di�erent atmospheri turbulene onditions (implying three di�erent setsof tuning parameters for the AO system { see Carbillet et al.10).The di�erent values of the Strehl ratio (SR) are 52% for the PSF at 0 deg (left), 87% for the PSF at 60 deg(middle), and 79% for the PSF at 120 deg (right). The di�erene in terms of PSF morphology are evident fromthis �gure, where we go from the more spekle-ized appearane of the PSF at 52% of SR, to the \leaner" aspetof the PSF at 87% of SR. From the point-of-view of angular smearing, the di�erenes between the three PSFs is



Figure 2. A typial set of simulated AO-orreted and angular-smeared PSFs used within our various LN image restora-tion studies (logarithmi sale). See the text for details.also very evident (see the seond row of the �gure): while the �rst and the third PSFs (from the left) are smearedover an angle of about 5 deg, the seond one is smeared over a muh broader angle, of about 45 deg. This e�etof rotation of the baseline during the integration time is obtained by adding snapshot PSFs for di�erent angles,with a step of 1 deg. 6. CONCLUDING REMARKSImaging with LN will require routinely the use of multiple-images deonvolution methods beause a uniquehigh-resolution image must be extrated from di�erent interferometri observations of the same target, obtainedwith di�erent orientations of the baseline with respet to the sky. If one takes into aount the omplexityof astronomial images, two kinds of methods will be required. The �rst onsists of \quik-look methods",namely omputationally eÆient methods whih permit to have a rapid overview of the objet being observed.The seond onsists of \ad-ho methods" designed for a partiular lass of objets and as aurate as possiblefor that partiular lass. The general approah outlined in this paper provides a unifying framework for thedevelopment of both types of methods.As for the quik-look methods, we have developed OSEM and for the future our program is to inrease theeÆieny of the OSEM algorithm by means of tehniques whih allow a redution of the number of iterations.2As for the ad-ho methods, we will �rst fous on the ase of objets with a high dynami range. Indeed,high angular resolution oupled with high dynami range apabilities will permit to obtain, for example in the�eld of T Tauri binaries, detailed images of the irumbinary disks. Most of the theoretial preditions aboutthe struture of irumbinary disks and their interations with their entral binaries ould be probed, as for



example the replenishment streams feeding one of the star's irumstellar disk.3 Appliation to protoplanetarydisk observations, as well as detetion of giant planets around white dwarfs7 or nearby young stars, are alsoenvisaged.In the framework of the super-resolution method we have developed,1 we are urrently studying its pratialappliation. In partiular, the data oversampling, required for this analysis, an probably be obtained numer-ially. Note that we expet with this method to reah unpreedented angular resolutions. In fat, with a fourtimes gain in angular resolution, we ould obtain with LBT an image with a resolution of a 100m telesope. Thisis equivalent to the resolution of the VLTI, but with the advantage of obtaining images of the possibly omplexpiture oming into play for example in star formation. Suh a resolution orresponds to less than 1AU (even inK band) at the distane of the nearest and best-studied star forming dark louds and stellar assoiations (about140p). This is espeially useful in order to bridge the gap in period/separation between visual T Tauri binariesand spetrosopi ones. Moreover, this is of fundamental importane in order to orret for binary luminosities,ages, and masses of previously thought single objets.19 While detailed studies of irumstellar disks strutureand properties will mostly bene�t from higher resolution observations (with the VLTI or future interferometersof the same kind), detetion and low-resolution images ould be attempted with suh a tehnique. A survey ofmultipliity among T Tauri stars will also take advantage of the fainter limiting magnitude provided by LBTwith respet to VLTI. REFERENCES1. Anonelli B., Bertero M., Boai P. & Carbillet M., 2004, submitted to A&A2. Anonelli B., Bertero M., Boai P., Carbillet M., & Lanteri H., 2004, in preparation3. Artymowiz P. & Lubow S. H., 1996, ApJ, 467, L774. Bertero M., & Boai P., 1998, Introdution to Inverse Problems in Imaging (IOP Publishing, Bristol)5. Bertero M., & Boai P., 2000a, A&AS, 144, 1816. Bertero M., & Boai P., 2000b, A&AS, 147, 3237. Burleigh M. R., Clarke F. J., & Hodgkin S. T., 2002, MNRAS, 331, 418. Carbillet M., Correia S., Boai P., & Bertero M., 2002, A&A, 387, 7449. Carbillet M., Correia S., Bertero M., & Boai P., 2003a, SPIE Pro.4840, W.A. Traub Ed., 44410. Carbillet M., V�erinaud C., Esposito S., Riardi A., Puglisi A., Femen��a B., Fini L., 2003b, SPIE Pro.4839,P. L. Wizinowih & D. Bonaini Eds., 13111. Correia S., Carbillet M., Boai P., Bertero M., & Fini L., 2002, A&A, 387, 73312. Correia S., Carbillet M., Fini L., Boai P., Bertero M., Vallenari A., Rihihi A., & Barbati M., 2001,ASP Conf. Ser. 238, F. A. Primini & F. R. Harnden Eds., 40413. Fini L., Carbillet M., Riardi A., 2001, ASP Conf. Ser. 238, F. A. Primini & F. R. Harnden Eds., 25314. Fini L. & Carbillet M., 2003, ASP Conf. Ser. 295, H. E. Payne, R. I. Jedrzejewski, & R.N. Hook Eds., 34715. Hudson H. M., & Larkin R. S., 1994, IEEE Trans. Med. Im., 13, 60116. Lanteri H., Rohe M., Cuevas O., & Aime C., 2001, Signal Proessing, 81, 94517. Lanteri H., Rohe M., & Aime C. 2002, Inverse Problems, 18, 139718. Lanteri H., Rohe M., Gauherel P., & Aime C., 2002, Signal Proessing, 82, 148119. Simon M., Ghez A., Leinert Ch., 1993, ApJ, 408, L3320. Snyder D. L., Hammoud A. M., & White R. L., 1993, JOSA, A10, 101421. Vio R., Nagy J., Tenorio L., & Wamsteker W., 2004, A&A, 416, 404


